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ASYLUM CRISIS

Thousands
trapped in life
of poverty and

legal limbo
by Jennifer Hough

CHILD advocacy specialist
Norah Gibbons was
shocked when she heard
there are more than 2,000
children living in direct provision
accommodation in this country.
It is shocking. And an issue that

seems to be largely ignored, through
ignorance or by design, by the
Government.
Answering a parliamentary question

on the welfare of children in direct
provision last month, Health Minister
Mary Harney replied that accommo-
dation for ‘separated children’ seeking
asylum is under the remit of HSE
inspectors.
“Four children’s residential centres

for separated children seeking asylum
have been inspected and registered
by the HSE. The four remaining
hostels, due to close in the course of
2010, have been audited for safeguard-
ing purposes,” she said.
The question asked, however, was

not the one answered, and the issue of
separated children is very different to
the situation of those who are not
separated.
Although the misinterpretation of

the question was later clarified by Min-
ister for Children Barry Andrews, it
nevertheless highlights a lack of under-
standing at top-level government.
Children in direct provision are very

different to separated children in that
they have gone largely unnoticed,
unheard, unseen.
These are children living sometimes

with just one parent and who are
growing up in cramped, unnatural
conditions and who were sometimes
born into such environments.
The centres they live in are not sub-

ject to the same inspection regime as
ordinary childcare facilities; they have
no independent complaints mechanism
and there is no outside recording or
monitoring of any complaints that they
or their parents may make about the
level of child protection in the centres.
The statistics are startling.
There are currently 1,252 children

under the age of four living in ‘direct
provision’ — a somewhat meaningless
term used to describe the old hotels,
hostels and centres used to house
people claiming asylum.
There are 599 five-to-12-year-olds,

and 183 13-to-17-year-olds. About a
third of people in the state-run centres
are under 18.
According to Liam Thornton,

lecturer in law in the University of
Ulster who specialises in asylum issues,
if Ireland is really serious about the
rights of the child, then it is of the
utmost importance that recommenda-

tions in a recent FLAC (Free Legal Ad-
vice Centres) report be considered as a
matter of urgency.
The report, One Size Doesn’t Fit

All, says the state must ensure parents
can properly protect the best interests
of their child and that the reception
system is human rights-compliant.
This, Thornton maintains, would go

some way to ensuring all children are
cherished equally. But it is not just
children who may be adversely affected
by their time in direct provision.
Altogether, there are 6,246 asylum-

seekers in this country. Almost 2,000
are aged 18-35 and a further 1,000-
plus are aged from 36 to 45.
They are not allowed to work, make

decisions about food, travel or life.
They are cooped up day-in, day-out,
facing a judicial system which wants to
send them back to countries where
they claim they are in danger.
Even if many are simply economic

migrants, as the Justice Minister sug-
gests, it be would difficult to imagine
their lives are in any way comfortable,
or even close to it.
Dr John Good, who works with

asylum-seekers at Dublin’s Centre for
the Care of Survivors of Torture,
admits the system is highly distressing.
He is aware of people who have been
in the system for many years.
“Not only were these people at

worst victims of torture, at best victims
of severe poverty, and here the asylum
system works to further compound
their psychological trauma.
“They suffer from very low self

esteem issues, and feel ostracised and
find it very difficult to find a position
in life,” said Dr Good, who described
direct provision as “really appalling”.
He added that people “live on 19

a week, sharing rooms with complete
strangers who are often disturbed,
suspicious and restless”.
Because of their experiences, people

in the asylum system tend not to trust
others. They are housed in often
isolated places with infrequent trans-
portation to the nearest town.
Very often they are suffering from

psychological disorders and it can be
difficult for them to see past their situ-
ation when no answers are coming
from the legal process.
“The tribunal process which asylum-

seekers go through to try and prove
their case is too adversarial,” Dr Good
maintains.
“Credibility is a big issue. You are

dealing with people who have under-
gone torture very often, but tribunal
members seem to be unaware of this.
“When someone arrives here they

are interviewed by the Office of the
Refugee Applications Commissioner
(ORAC). They might then be inter-

viewed again a number of times. Often
details of a story might be different —
different parts may be remembered at
different times, which is a known phe-
nomenon with torture victims and is
very well documented, but this is held
against them.
“People are questioned quite aggres-

sively and it can be a very intimidating
process. Take for instance if you have a
woman who might have been raped.
For her, because of her culture, it is ex-
tremely difficult to talk about. There is
a lot of evidence of honour killings
from the UK and cultural differences
are not being taken into consideration.
Cases are looked at with a very west-
ern perspective,” he added.
According to Dr Good, who has

worked with political prisoners all over
the world, the tightening of Europe’s
borders has impacted on the judiciary,
who appear to act in a more adversarial
way.
“UN guidelines recommend some-

one should be given the benefit of the
doubt, but if someone arrives in a
country with no documentation it is
very difficult for the authorities to as-
certain if they are who they say they
are and do not have a criminal record.
“I would say for the people I see,

and the nature of the stories we have
listened to, 95% would be impossible
to concoct,” he said.
“The tendency is to give respect and

dignity to the person and believe their
story.”
The term “economic refugee” is

used as a convenient term to label
people, Dr Good said.

“There are a percentage of these
people, but just because they may not
be political refugees who have experi-
enced torture does not mean they have
not experienced hunger, famine, illness
and had very sad and traumatic lives.”
Access to healthcare for people in

direct provision is a big issue, com-
pounded by the language barrier.
“There are efforts being made by the

HSE and the Department of Justice
and well-intentioned NGOs to deal
with people’s problems, but they are
uncoordinated,” he claimed.
Dr Good said he had written to

the Health Minister, expressing his
concern and pressing for the appoint-
ment of a national coordinator with a
full mandate to look at how the lives of
people in the asylum system could be
improved.
One man actively engaged with the

asylum community is Galway-based Dr
Hans Olaf Pieper, who ran clinics for
people living in centres in Galway city.

He maintains language is the biggest
barrier to people accessing health
services. Dr Pieper had been working
in an HSE-funded post — an asylum
seeker and refugee healthcare fellow-
ship — which was discontinued last
year due to budgetary constraints in
the health service.
Dr Pieper said that while he regret-

ted the end of the fellowship, which he
had worked on for almost four years,
he was certain it had made a positive
contribution to the improvement of
healthcare for asylum-seekers and
refugees in the HSE Western region.
However, there are still many

challenges ahead, he said, not least that
there is no special training given to
GPs to deal with ethnic diversity, and
doctors often desire more training as
they feel they are not equipped to deal
with patients from ethnically and
culturally diverse backgrounds.
Another major barrier, Dr Pieper

said, is the dispersal system, whereby

people are moved from one centre to
another.
“This leads to a real discontinuity of

care. People come here and they do
not have medical notes. Maybe three
months later they are moved, just
when a doctor might get to know
them and everyone is thrown into the
deep end again.
“If I refer someone to hospital in

Galway, by the time they get an
appointment they have been moved
to Waterford. This dispersal system,
which I feel is based on where the
Government can find the cheapest
accommodation, highly impairs
healthcare,” he claimed.
Dr Pieper said working with asylum

-seekers had been a real eye-opener.
“It was mind-boggling to work with

people who live in the middle of Gal-
way, and yet are so much at the margin
of our society, far away from their
homes and families, deprived of basic
human rights,” he said.
“I had been unaware that asylum

-seekers in direct provision live on
19.10 per week, often share one little
room with three other residents, possi-
bly from different ethnic backgrounds,
that they are not allowed to cook, to
work or to receive third level educa-
tion in Ireland.
“Their asylum process may last many

years. They struggle with language and
cultural barriers, trying to integrate
into Irish society with very little
support. I never ceased to be impressed
to see such challenged people retain
their calm, smiles, pride and dignity
against all odds.”
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Asylum-seekers at Mosney, Co Meath, protest at government measures to move a large number of them to hostel accommodation in Dublin. Picture: Barry Cronin

Spare a thought for the experiences of those who seek sanctuary from desperate circumstances, writes Dr John Good

Harrowing journey from dangerous past to unknown future

WHAT would it mean to
me, were I destitute,
threatened by disease,

insecurity and violence? Maybe I
could be living in a township in South
Africa with both parents and bread-
winners dead from HIV infection, in
the back streets of Mogadishu where
militias terrorise, abduct and blackmail
entire families; or in Western Equato-
ria where there are no hospitals, scarce
food or clean water and tribal militias
constantly threaten one another; or
what if my brother or son were seized
to be conscripted as a child soldier?
One day there is a raid on my

village. There is shooting and looting.
Many houses are burned to the
ground. Women and children flee.
Those unfortunate enough to be left
behind witness killings of loved ones
and the women are raped. Some
others are taken prisoner.
I am just 18 years old. I have helped

my dad run his small shop and mind-
ed our few animals. I finished school
when I was 12 years old, but I can
write and do simple arithmetic. My
mum died in childbirth when I was
six years old. Now I must run... or
possibly lose my life. It is almost dark
and others are fleeing through the
bush and forest. My father has disap-
peared. I catch up with two friends of
my father who say they will arrange
our escape to a safe land. We shelter at
first in the forest and the next three
days continue to walk towards the
border, where we reach what is to
become a form of refugee camp. The
disorganisation and chaos are terrible.
There are sick and dying people and
mothers in childbirth, crouching

wherever they can find shelter. A river
supplies water, already contaminated
by cattle, parasites and human waste.
One day a small plane flies low over

the area, back and forth and in circles,
where some persons on board are
making observations. It transpires this
is the beginning of a needs assessment
by United Nations agencies such as
the High Commission for Refugees
and others, such as non-government
organisations like Medecins San Fron-
tieres, the International Committee of
the Red Cross and Save The Chil-
dren. We are so frightened because we
do not know if these are planes of a
hostile government which has already
bombed and strafed villages in our
own country. We have no knowledge
of Western aid agencies which operate
out of faraway places like America and
Europe — indeed few of us know
where those places are.
But we are all hungry, have begun

to develop illness and have no posses-
sions. Some hostilities break out
among the refugees as attempts at
bribery give way to theft and violence
over the ownership of some last
precious blanket, bucket or mattress.
Help seems never to come and when
it does there is more fighting over
food, tents and utensils. My two
friends, however, have managed to
find a man in a nearby village who
has an old truck and will ferry us to
another point, where he says we can
get brought to a ship.
There has been no time to ponder

what became of my father or our
small shop and animals. No time for
tears, no looking back. Just the long-
ing to survive and wonder when will
the nightmare end? We are smuggled

onto a ship (the first one I have ever
been on) at night, with much whis-
pering and shadowy figures moving
up and down the gangplank and say-
ing nothing audible. We are warned
to be silent and pushed down into the
hold of the ship, where there is a
dreadful smell of old fish and diesel
oil. Boxes are pushed around to con-
ceal us as we huddle against the steel
hull in the bows of the ship. Loud
noise indicates the engines have start-
ed and gentle movement soon gives
way to a rolling and pitching move-
ment, creating a sense of loss of
balance and rapid nausea.
Fear now accompanies the nausea

and later the vomiting. We are all
three disoriented by pitch black dark-

ness, little food and water, noise and
continuous movement which prevents
sleep. These are measures which some
security forces employ when interro-
gating and torturing prisoners, ac-
cording to one of my father’s friends,
himself a political activist who has
previously endured such punishment
in detention.
When a week later our ship stops,

there is much shouting and laughter
on the quays outside and we glimpse
early morning sunshine in what seems
a very green land. A man beckons to
us to carry some boxes and a curt nod
to the watching security is sufficient
for us to be recognised as foreign
deckhands. We cannot understand the
language however and another person

beckons us to follow him to an old
white van. He gives us some money,
bread and cheese and a piece of paper
with what is apparently an official ad-
dress in a place called Dublin. One of
us begins to think aloud. What are we
doing here without money, clothes or
documents? We are frightened, always
thinking we may be arrested. But
what have we done that is wrong? It
has been a matter of survival from the
terror inflicted on our village and our
people and throughout our country.
Certainly in the face of such terrorism
one does not stop to gather anything.
The address which we have been

handed is that of the Refuge Applica-
tion Commissioner and I am about to
learn the beginning of the asylum
process. First I am interviewed as to
my origins and reason for seeking asy-
lum. I cry as I relate my story, con-
fused, unsure of what some questions
mean and using an interpreter for the
first time ever. This person speaks at
least two languages, mine and that of
the interview officer. Once registered
and fingerprinted and given an identi-
ty card by the Garda National Immi-
gration Bureau, I am brought to an
assessment unit where health screening
is performed and I am to share a room
with two strangers, only one of whom
speaks my language. One cries out in
the night. The other seems never to
sleep and keeps moving around the
room. He does not say where he is
from and I too decided not to talk
about my self much. I am beginning
to remember now the horror of the
raid on my village, seeing two young
girls snatched by militia and hearing
their screams as they were violated. I
remember too the woman and child

shot in the back and the man with his
hand blown off — my own sleep is
becoming very disturbed and my days
are full of anguish and anxiety about
those I have left behind. I have no
idea what will happen to me, and the
two friends who accompanied me
here have been sent to other accom-
modation away from this place.
Less than a week later I am notified

that I will be taken to a Reception
and Integration Agency hostel, which
houses other asylum seekers and is lo-
cated more than 100km from where I
am now. Some charitable organisation
has left an old knapsack and some
change of clothes for me and these
are bundled under my arm as I set
out on another strange journey, to a
destination named Kerry. It is raining,
nobody is smiling, everyone appears
busy with their own thoughts. I check
I have my identity card, suddenly
aware it is the only document I have
to show my name and official status as
an “asylum seeker”.
I am aware a judgment will be made

on my application for asylum to stay
in this place called Ireland. I am not
aware of the implications if I am
refused asylum and have to appeal
before a tribunal, further down the
line. I am also unaware that fewer
than 5% of people applying for asylum
are granted refugee status. But there
will begin another story and perhaps
three, four or even five years in a hos-
tel awaiting a final decision on what is
to be my fate. Perhaps I should have
risked staying in my village?
■ Dr John Good (MICGP MFFLM) is
an examining physician with the
Centre for the Care of Torture
Survivors in Dublin

Asylum seekers often live in fear of being arrested — even though they have
done nothing wrong except escape a violent regime.

You are dealing with people who
have undergone torture, very
often, but tribunal members
seem to be unaware of this


